cosmos tables
cosmos tables

Designed by Jeffrey Bernett and part of the B&B Italia Project Collection, Cosmos is a series of elegant tables designed to complement the Studio TK and B&B Italia Project Collection seating products. Tables are offered in a variety of heights, sizes and shapes.

Designer
Jeffrey Bernett

Typology
Tables

Collection
B&B Italia Project

Year
2006

Fabric & Finishes

Top surface
Wood or Solid Core

Frame finish
Polished Aluminum

Edge trim
Flat

Dimensions

Cosmos Small Round Table (17 3/4”h) BBCTCAB

Cosmos Round Table (17 3/4”h) BBCTCBB

Cosmos Small Round Table BBCTCBB

Cosmos Round Table (28 3/8”h) BBCTCCF

Cosmos Square Table BBCTCF